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1. INTRODUCTION 
Let C, be an oriented closed surface of genus s 2 2 and G’ (r = 0, 1, . . . , co, CD) the group of all 
orientation preserving C’-diffeomorphisms of S’ = R/Z. For any homomorphism 
4: nl (C,) -+ G’, we define the Euler number eu(4) of $I by 
eu(d) = ($*K CW > . 
Here, [C,] E H,(x,(C,); 2) is the fundamental class of oriented surface & and 
E E H’(G’; 2) is the Euler class. 
For any homomorphism d, : q(IZ,) + G’, we have the following inequality (called 
Milnor-Wood inequality): 
where x(C,) = 2 - 2s is the Euler characteristic of C, [S, 81. 
A homomorphism 4 : n(C,) + Gr is called exceptional, if 4 has no finite orbit and there 
exists a nowhere dense orbit. In [3], Ghys proved that the following stronger inequality 
(called Ghys inequality) holds for any exceptional homomorphism # : q (C,) + G’ (I 2 2) 
leu($)l < I@,)1 - 1 if r 2 2 
and 
eu(4)=0 ifr=o. 
The linear action of SL(2,R) on R2 induces an analytic action of PSL(2,R) on 
RP’ E S’. In this way, PSL(2, R) is considered as a subgroup of G”. Take a Fuchsian group 
F c PSL(2, R) of second kind isomorphic to 2 * 2 and fix it. We can construct a homomor- 
phism 4 : n(C,) + PSL(2, R) such that Im(4) = F. Then it is an exceptional homomorphism 
such that eu(+) = 0. 
In the smooth case, Ghys and Sergiescu first constructed an example of exceptional 
homomorphism with non-trivial Euler number [4]. Their example is of s = 12 and 
eu(4) = 1. After it, I constructed many exceptional homomorphisms to G” [6]. Indeed, my 
examples cover all the cases except that leu($J)j = I@,)[ - 1 = 2s - 3 (s > 3). 
The aim of this paper is to prove the following theory which gives us a positive answer to 
a problem in L-61. 
THEOREM 1.1. For any s 2 2 and m with [ml = 2s - 3, there exists an exceptional 
homomorphism C#I : nl (C,) + G” such that eu(+) = m. 
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This thoerem is proved as a corollary of the following theorem. In order to state the 
theorem, we recall the group Gz, 1 (S'). It is the group of all orientation preserving piecewise 
linear homeomorphisms of S’ whose slopes are powers of 2 and bending points are dyadic 
numbers. 
THEOREM 1.2. For any s > 2 and m with [ml = 2s - 3, there exists a homomorphism 
4 :x1 (Es) -+ GZ, 1 (S') such that eu($) = m. 
It is well known that if eu(4) # 0, then &orbit has no finite orbit. In [4], they proved 
that Gz, 1 (S’) is semi-conjugate to an exceptional subgroup of G”. Since the Euler number is 
a semi-conjugacy invariant, then it suffices to show Theorem 1.2. 
2. MILNOR’S ALGORITHM 
We recall the Milnor’s algorithm for computing the Euler number eu(4) of a homomor- 
phism 4 :TC~(&) + Go. 
The universal covering group c”” of Go is identified with the group of all homeomor- 
phisms of R such that fT1 = Tif: Here, T,(x) = x + a is a translation of R. On C,, choose 
a meridian-longitude system (a,, pi, . . . , CC~,~~}. We always take the system respecting the 
orientation of C,. That is, the point of intersection, the direction ai followed by that of 
pi gives the orientation of C,. As is well known, 
%(%) = <@,,P1, . .. . cr,,BsICcr,,B11...Ca,,Psl> 
where [x, y] = xyx-‘y-l. For a homomorphism 4, take any lifts m, m E 5” of I, 
4(fli) E Go. Then [m, m] does not depend on the choice of the lifts of 4(Mi) and 4(fli). 
Now, 
Cm>ml~~~Cm~ml 
covers the identity of Go. Thus, it is of the form T, (m E 2). This number m turns out to be 
the Euler number eu(4). See [S] for more details. 
3. PIECEWISE LINEAR HOMEOMORPHISMS 
Let Homeo+(R) be the group of all orientation-preserving homeomorphisms of R. 
Suppose that H is a subgroup of Homeo, (R) and S is a H-invariant subset of R. A homeo- 
morphism f E Homeo, (R) is called a piecewise H homeomorphism bending in S if there 
exist two sequences {~,,,},,a, (ym}msZ such that 
(1) x, <x,+~ for any mEZ, 
(2) ~x,l,,z has no accumulation point, 
(3)flC~,,~,+~l=~~IC~~~~~+~lf~~~~y~~~. 
We denote by T,,,(R) the group of all piecewise H homeomorphisms of R bending in S. 
Now we can define important groups in order to construct exceptional homomor- 
phisms. For each integer k 2 2 and b 2 1, let Qk,* be the abelian group of k-adic numbers 
over b, pkq/b (p, q E Z), and GA(k, b) the group of all affine transformations of forms k”x + c 
(x E R, n E Z and c E Q&. We use the following notations in this paper: 
G,,,(R) = rc,qk,b),Q~.#)~ 
G,,,(s) = { fe Gk,b(R)I fT, = TIT) 
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and 
Gk,#) = {j-e Go 17~ G,,d~)) 9 
where fis a lift of J: The next proposition is elementary. So we omit the proof. 
PROPOSITION 3.1. Suppose that X = R or 9. 
(1) Zfbr divides bz, then Gk,bl(X) c G,,,,(X). 
(2) MP lG~.MMp = Gk,,b (X)for any positive integer p. 
(3) MpGk,pb(R)M; 1 C G,,,(R)fOr any positive integer p. 
Note that Gz, ,(S’) is the same group as G in [4]. The next theorem is essentially due to 
Ghys and Sergiescu [4]. They proved the following theorem in the case k = 2. You can 
easily check that the same proof is valid for other cases. So we omit the proof here. 
THEOREM 3.2. For any homeomorphism f of R with 
(1) f(0) = 0, and 
(2) Tkf=fTl, 
there exists an isomorphism 8, : Gk, r(R) + r, = I?,,-, Tlj, <,-, T,jCOj(R) such that 8,(T,) = Tl and 
8,(Mk) =f: Here, M,(x) = ax is a multiplication map. 
Before stating some corollaries of this theorem, we prepare the following technical 
lemma. 
LEMMA 3.3. For any integers k 2 2 and b, c 2 1, there exists an element of Gk,b(R) with 
(1) f(0) = 0, and 
(2) T,f=fT,, 
ifk - 1 divides b(c - 1). 
Proof We define a homeomorphism fi E Gk, ,(R) by 
fl(X) = 
i 
kx ifx<l 
x+k-1 ifx>l. 
Since k - 1 divides b(c - l), then we have f;“(b) = bc, where m = b(c - l)/(k - 1). Define 
an element fi E Gk, 1(R) by equations 
fi I K4 bl = _f? I IX bl and Tbcf2 = fi Tb .
Then f = Mb ‘fZMb is a required homeomorphism. q 
COROLLARY 3.4. There exists a homomorphism 
@k,,kz.b: Gkl,l(R) +  Gkz,b(R) 
such that (Dk,,k,,b(Tl) = T,, if k2 - 1 divides b(kl - 1). 
Proof There exists an element f E Gkzvb(R) such that f(O)=0 and Tk,f=fT, by 
Lemma 3.3. Then 0, is a required homomorphism by Theorem 3.2. 0 
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COROLLARY 3.5. There exists a homomorphism 
%,w: G,,,(R) + GrcJW 
such that &,,,&TIIL) = TI,b, if kz - 1 divides kI - 1. 
Proof: Let Q’k1,k2r 1 be a homomorphism obtained in Corollary 2.4. Then the equation 
@+zl,,&h) = Mb ‘a k,rk2, l(MbhM; ‘)Ma gives us a required homomorphism. 0 
COROLLARY 3.6. There exists a homomorphism 
Y k,b,,bs: Gk,b,@) + Gk,b#) 
such that Yk,b,,bZ(TI) = T,, if k - 1 divides bz(bI - 1). 
Proof: There exists an element f of Gk,b2(R) such that f (0) = 0 and Tblf = f TI 
by Lemma 3.3. Put that yk,b,,b,(g) =f -lMb,gM&lf: SO ykrb,,b2 is a required 
homomorphism. 0 
4. REDUCTION OF THE MAIN THEOREM 
It suffices to prove the following theorem in order to show Theorem 1.2 by Milnor’s 
algorithm. 
THEOREM 4.1. For any integer s > 2, TzSe3 is written as a product of s-commutators of 
Ga, I (~1. 
We know the following lemma about a representation as a product of commutators [11. 
LEMMA 4.2. Let G be a group. Given two elements x, y E G, put that z = [x, y] = 
xyx-‘y-l. Then for any k B 1, z 2k-1 is written as a product of k commutators of G. 
Now, put that 
mk=k2-k+l and nk=(kZ+k+l)(k3+1). 
In [6], the author proved the following fact. 
THEOREM 4.3. ?&_ lf,mr is a commutator of Gk,nt(9). 
We can easily see that 
T,:-u~, T m, km/mk = T rn. 
Now, we consider the case m = 2s - 3. Since mk divides nk, then we can see that 
qk- l)“/mt is a commutator of G,,,,(s) by Theorem 4.3 and Corollary 3.5. So T$:;zirnx is 
written as a product of s - 1 commutators of G2,nk (9) by Lemma 4.2. Thus, we can reduce 
the problem to showing the following theorem by Proposition 3.1(l) and Corollary 3.6. 
THEOREM 4.4. For any positive integer m, there exists an integer k such that Tkmimt is 
a commutator of G2.,,(9). 
Here Gk,m(X) = U,“=l G&X). 
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5. INTERVAL INSERTING DEFORMATION 
In this section, all homeomorphisms are orientation preserving. 
Let a, b, c and d be real numbers such that a < b and c < d. For any homeomorphism 
f: [a, b] + [c, d], we define an interval inserting deformation Z,,t( f) : [a, b + l] -+ [c, d + Z] 
offoflengthZ>OateE[u,b]by 
i 
f(x) if xe[u,e] 
Z,Af)(x) = x +f(e) - e if x E [e,e + Z] 
f(x-Z)+Z if xE[e+Z,d+Z]. 
For any homeomorphism f: [a, b] + [a, b] and e E [a, b], if f(e) > e, we define a homeo- 
morphism h,,, : [a, b] + [a, b +f(e) - e] by 
hf.&) = x_ if x E [a, f(e)1 
f ‘(x)+f(e)-e if xE[f(e),b]. 
LEMMA 5.1. Let f: [a, b] + [a, b] such that f(e) > e (e E [a, b]). We have that 
hf,,fh7,: = Z,,rc,,-e(f). 
Proof. If x E Ca,el, then hf,,fh;,%x) = hh,ef(x) =f(x). If x E [e,f(e)], then 
h,,JhY,a(x) = hr,ef(x) =f-‘(f(x)) +f(e) - e = x +f(e) - e. If x E [f(e),b +f(e) - e], 
then h,-,,fh,i(x) =f-‘(fh,%)) +f(e) - e =f(x) -f(e) + e) +f(e) -e. n 
Next we consider an interval inserting deformation of an element of 6”. For any f E Go, 
a E R and e E [a, a + l), we define an interval inserting deformation I”,, t( f) off of length 1 at 
e by equations 
l”,,,(f)1 [a,~ + 1 + Z] = Z,,r(f 1 b,a + 11) 
and 
We can easily check that this definition depends only on f, e and 1. Furthermore, 
a normalized interval inserting deformation NZ,,t( f) E 3 of f of length 1 at e is 
defined by 
NZ,,,(f) = Ml+%(f)w+l~ 
We use the notations NZ,( f) = NZ,,,,,,,_., (f) and L(f) = LIfce,-df) . 
PROPOSITION 5.2. Suppose that f E 3 such that f(u) = a and e E [a, a + 1). Zf f (e) > e, 
then there exists an element h E lY <f, TI. T~(+e>.<l, TI. T,c,,-,)(e) (R) with TI +mC,-Cej_e,h = h7’, such 
thut hfh-’ = I”e,m(f(ej-ej(f). 
Proof Put that fi = f ) [a,~ + 11. If g is a homeomorphism of [c,d], then for any 
e E [c, d] and 1 > 0, Z,,l(g) is a homeomorphism of [c, d + I]. So we can define an element 
h E r&9 T1. Tf~e,-2. U Tl,T/c.,-.>(e) (R) with Tl +mCfCej-ejh = hT by 
h I Ca,a + 11 = hzr+ij,e ... hzec,-,),A/,, :[u,u+l]+[u,u+l+m(f(e)-e)] 
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T I +m(~we$ = ~TI . 
Here, Zf( fi) = Z,(Z,k-‘( f)) and Zb( f) = Z,(f). This h is the required homeomorphism. 
Indeed, by Lemma 5.1, we have that 
hfh-’ I C4a + 1 + Mf(4 - 41 = L~f~-~j(f I Caya + 11). 
Moreover, we also have that 
T ~+,,,~~(e,-e,hfh-~ = hT,fh-’ = hfT,h-’ = hfh-lTI+,Cf(,)_.J. 0 
The next lemma is the most important tool for the proof of Theorem 4.3. 
LEMMA 5.3. Suppose that f,g E G,_,(s), x, y E Q and positive integers m, n are given. Zf 
f(x) > x and g(y) > y, then the following holds: 
(1) NZ,,mcsc+x,(f) E GAS?. 
(2) Suppose that both f and g have a jixed point and are conjugate to each other in 
Gk, ,(s), then NZ x.mcfcX,-XLf) and NZy,n(l(y)-y)(g) are conjugate to each other in Gk, m($), if 
m(f (x) - x) = n(g(y) - Y). 
Proof (1) By Proposition 5.2, ~X,mC,.CxJ_x)( f) is contained in Gk, (R), since both x and 
f(x) - x are rational numbers. Then NZ,,,~~~,~_.~( f) is contained in Gk, m(!?) 
(2) Since x, y, f (x) - x and g(y) - y are all rational numbers, then, by Proposition 5.2, 
there exist elements hl and h2 of Gk, m(R) such that 
Tt+lhi = hiT1 (i = 1,2 and 1 = m(f(x) -x) = n(g(y) - y)) 
f= NZ,,(f) = K:thlfh;‘W+~ 
and 
S = NZ,,dg) = M;:Jwhi’M1+~. 
By an assumption of this lemma, there exists an element h3 of Gk, a($) such that 
g = h3f h;l. So we have that 
g = M;+lIh2h3 f h; ‘h; ‘kZt+ 1 
We can easily check that M[+‘,h,h,h; ‘Mt+ 1 is contained in Gk, m(??). That is, g is conjugate 
to fin Gk, m(s). Cl 
It is the time to prove Theorem 4.3. In order to determine a element of Go, it suffices to 
define it on a unit interval. We define elements f,g, h E G2,,Js) as follows: 
h = Tl,3fT-z,s. 
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We can easily check that g = hfh-‘, that is, 
Tl,, = t&f1 . 
For any positive integer 1, if we put that y = - 2/(91), then we have that 
f(Y) - Y = l/(91) 
and 
g(y) - Y = (1 + 1)/(90’ 
BY Lemma 5.3, f= NZ-2,(g1),(1+1),(g1)(f) and S = NI- 21(90,(1+ 1J1c9&d are conjwate to 
each other in G2, co($). By the definition of this deformation, an equality 
f-2,(91),(1+ 1),(9l)M = q9l”-2,(9l),(l+ 1),(9r)(f) 
holds. Then it follows that 
Thus, we obtained that TIICIor+ 1j IS commutator of G2, m (9) for any positive integer 1. 
Now suppose that a positive integer m is given. Put that 
k=lOm+l and l=mk. 
Then we can see that I/(lOE + 1) = mk/(k2 - k + 1). This completes the proof of 
Theorem 4.3. cl 
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